To Establish the New Civilization, which does not make the Increase in Elderly a Negative Factor as Revolution of Hope

Message at the workshop BIOPHILIA 2017 in Riga

I express my profound gratitude to Professor Gunta Ancane who agreed this workshop holding readily and to Dr. Anda Nulle, Chair of the Board National Rehabilitation center “Vaivari” and Latvia and President of Latvian Assotiation of Rehabilitation Physicians and Dr. Signe Tomson, Dean and Assoc. Professor of the Faculty of Rehabilitation, RSU who welcome our visit.

Taki TAKIZAWA, Shigeo
President, International Biophilia Rehabilitation Academy
Professor, Biophilia Institute, The Designated and Registered Institute for Kaken by the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
Japanese population pyramid in 1950

Expected population pyramid in 2050 by the Japanese National Institute of Population and Social Security Research

I am one of baby boomers shown here
The 1st IBRC in Saipan Island, co-holding with the Government of Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in 2002.

We have appropriated Mt. Fuji as a symbol of our purpose.

Title of my keynote address
To Establish the New Civilization for the Solution of the Aging crisis
Japanese newspaper reported the election of a mayor in 1996

To Establish the New Civilization for the Solution of the Aging crisis

I am one of the baby boomers. Japan was destroyed by the world war II. There was nothing such as a gymnasium or a pool during studying at the elementary and junior high school. Those were constructed after we graduated schools. Now the super-aged society will come, I have no tolerance for die not to construct new civilization that aged people can live independently by overcoming disabilities.

The book published in 1996 shows how to re-acquire walking.
For your understanding about the previous page.

I developed the research team by physiotherapists in 1995. However, I knew that I could perform neither promotion of research, nor socialization as it was, because I was not a medical doctor.

Then, although I had retired, I appealed my idea about coming aged society for one scene of the politics which was my profession. As a result, the medical doctors shown below accepted the necessity, then activity started as an academic society in which doctors could participate;
Dr. Shiro Kanai, the former chairman of the board of directors of the Japanese Clinical Orthopaedic Association,
Dr. Shuichi Kakurai, the chairman of the board of directors of a Japanese Society of Prostheses and Orthotics,
Orthopedic doctors in Fujisawa and then
Dr. Tetsuhiko Kimura, the director of Research Institute of National Rehabilitation Center for Persons with Disabilities.

Although I lost the mayoral election, the real meaning was to declare that I promoted a social movement to enable well-living in the era of arrival of aged society with borrowing the place of an electoral campaign.

Our research progresses now, and I'm confident that it becomes possible to realize human beings' happiness at the super-aged society. In another word, I am assured that we can win the election as opposed to the era a little while later.

It is to realize “Overcome the Disability” by the restructuring of rehabilitation medicine, and we enable to establish the new civilization with the current Freedom and Equality due to adding “Overcome the Disability”.
To Establish the New Civilization, which does not make the Increase in Elderly a Negative Factor as Revolution of Hope
To restructure the rehabilitation medicine is fundamental to be people happy in super-aged society.
What is to Establish the New Civilization?

The inversion of an age pyramid is an inversion of old common sense of Civilization based on the philosophy of free and equality, like the inversion of Mt. Fuji.

The civilization at the age society of the inversion of an age pyramid won't be sustainable by the Aging crisis.
What is to Establish the New Civilization?

Visited Lines of Torres Vedras, Portugal in 2014 South end of Napoleon wave.

The modernization that begun after the defeat of Napoleon benefited the whole Europe.
North end of Napoleon wave was stopped at my dream city, Riga, our current Civilization based on the philosophy of Freedom and Equality.

What is to Establish the New Civilization?

New Civilization needs not only Freedom and Equality but “Overcome the disability” – “Make impairment a dead language” by Takizawa Method and Motivative Exercise.

https://latvianhistory.com/2013/03/28/napoleonic-wars-in-latvia-1812/
The modernization that begun after the defeat of Napoleon benefited the whole Europe and human being.